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Abstract
This article focuses on the challenges regarding building ontologies and ontology-based tools with the purpose of using them in the architectural analysis of cyber-physical systems (CPSs). This research explores the main knowledge of CPSs architecting considering that the recent maturation of the existent standards about description, processes and evaluation of software-intensive systems architecture can support a better systematic understanding and knowledge sharing to develop ontologies and smart tools based on ontologies. A tool that uses ontology knowledge aids the analyst to conduct a complex analysis method providing him/her more relevant and consistent guidance and more complete results. The ontology that formalize the consensus knowledge codified in standards and of the architecture analysis methods could be integrated in an application tool that becomes more trustable and efficient.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Successful quality-based development and continuous evolution of cyber-physical systems (CPSs) depend on making right architectural choices (Agren et al., 2022)(Belomo, 2015). In the current context of the increasing complexity level and quality needs for CPSs, researchers and practitioners revealed that it is very important to evaluate architectural choices to substantially identify and mitigate possible risks (Clements et al., 2002)(Ebert, 2015). The effort of the organizations responsible with the architectural evaluation (AE) process must be oriented to efficiently plan, execute and document these evaluations. A good knowledge management can support an organization to establish specific evaluation frameworks, methods and tools that can be used as the basis for multiple, recurring AE efforts (Babar et al., 2009) (Dobrica, 2021b) (Napoleao et al. 2021). An important challenge in this context is how can these organizations follow quality standards efficiently and effectively?

The selection of a suitable specific evaluation framework, method or tool could be facilitated when there is some expert domain knowledge guidance (Dobrica and Niemela, 2002) (Dobrica, 2011). Knowledge sharing and reuse has become an emerging topic of discussion and research in the field of knowledge management (Razavian et al., 2023). Existent solutions integrating reusable concepts for quality-driven architecture design of complex embedded systems (Dobrica, 2009) can be adapted to CPSs considering that CPS enhances the main features of complex embedded systems . Particularly for sharing and reuse of software architectural knowledge several open source based tools for have been proposed. Literature provides several solutions integrating detailed presentations and comparisons of the tools technical features (Ovaska et al., 2010). A better understanding of these solutions is when their comparison is based on a framework that reflects the coverage of the tools features. In this manner tools like WebOfPatterns (WOP). Stylebase and PAKME are discussed in (Hentonen and Mantilassi, 2009). Presently these solutions should be reconsidered for the new enhanced software architecture technologies integrated in the current development approaches of CPSs.

In recent years CPSs have gained significant attraction and have becoming increasingly omnipresent finding their applications in many and various domains including healthcare, energy, utilities, manufacturing and transportation. CPS integrates physical systems and computational entities that contain computing and communications cores (Lesch et al., 2023). These systems make intensive use of software and the physical and cybernetic components have complex interactions. The connection of physical and computational entities with behavior aspects is an important property of CPS and the quality is critical to every stakeholder (Ebert, 2015).
As CPSs become more elaborated, their analyses tend to be more extensive. A CPS encompasses various elements of diverse types (i.e. software, human, hardware, and organizations) that are linked using different types of connections and networks. A smart tool used to analyse the quality of CPS architecture provides more appropriate guidance to analysts and enables better results. The analysis results can be improved using an ontology-based tool (Xu et al, 2019) (Carniel et al., 2023) for safety analysis. However, a comprehensive architecture evaluation process requires tools that are able to capture in an ontology formalism the complexity of the codified knowledge of standards documents.

CPSs are becoming more complex. Therefore, a CPS must follow regulations and recommendations of certification standards. CPS development process include quality analysis activities at early stages to discover and identify possible problems. Tools assistance and techniques are necessary to improve and ease the analysis. Ontology-based tools incorporate semantic knowledge achieving better results and automating the analysis. The knowledge domain of software engineering has considered the use of ontologies (Calero et al., 2010), but the CPS heterogenity requires new solutions based on a general common understanding of concepts and relations.

The content of this article presents the main elements that can be used to describe CPS structural architecture. It illustrates the presentation with a simple CPS example from the healthcare domain that includes an insulin pump. The next section focuses on the recent architecture standards of software intensive systems that provides a community’s general common understanding of the concepts and relationships used to describe architecture representation, processes and the evaluation framework. It continues with a detailed discussion about tool assistance in CPS architectural analysis focusing on ontology development and ontology-based tools. It ends with conclusions regarding the benefits and drawbacks of using such tools and ontology knowledge representation.

### 2. CYBER-PHYSICAL SYSTEMS STRUCTURE

Many definitions of CPS have been recently captured from the existent literature by (Lesch et al., 2023). In a general view on a structural description of a CPS it can be reduced to a reunion of cyber and physical entities, and the links connecting these entities. However, CPSs make intensive use of software, employ processors with increasing processing power, networks of multiple sensors and actuators. Processors and different networks support the cyber components of a CPS to analyze the data monitored from the physical components by using complex algorithms. The results of the algorithms are actions to control and optimize the behavior of the physical entities.

A simple example from the healthcare domain that is classified as a CPS with hierarchical control system having the human in the loop is the intelligent insulin pump system as described in (Carniel et al., 2023) and presented in Figure 1. In this example CPS integrates patient, smartphone, insulin pump and a glucose sensor. The glucose sensor is used to identify the glucose level form the patient body. This is a hierarchical control system, since the patient controls the smartphone, and the smartphone controls the actuator, specifically the insulin pump. Through a Bluetooth connection, the smartphone receives data and status information from the insulin pump controller and glucose sensor, processes data, and issues command to the insulin pump controller. In addition, the smartphone can contact a medical service in an emergency case, and receive a response from the medical service. The smartphone application is downloaded and updated by a virtual store and it is responsible for storing the information in a local database. The insulin pump is placed in the patient’s belly, and the glucose sensor is placed in the patient’s arm. The glucose is measured at five-minute intervals. The status of the measured values is communicated via Bluetooth with a smartphone. The smartphone uses the received information and knowledge of the chronic disease, diabetes, and controls the pump.

There is an interaction between the smartphone and the medical service. In an emergency situation the smartphone communicates with the medical service and requests help from the medical center. The smartphone can communicate in an autonomous way, when the patient is unconscious. If the patient becomes unconscious, the smartphone requests an ambulance from the medical service. In this scenario, it is the responsibility of the smartphone to send a request message.
Due to the maturation of architecture representation technology, a design from scratch for a software intensive system doesn’t have to be created. (Carniel et al., 2023) recently synthesized a generic structural diagram of a CPS that is shown in Figure 2, as a description of the main types of elements and types of links between these elements.

Figure 2 illustrates in the structural diagram of a CPS the specific types elements that can be used to build it. It can be mentioned controller, control actions, actuators, sensors, feedback, input, output, external information.

The controller uses an actuator to interact with the controlled process and receives the feedback through a sensor.

Each interaction between elements has a specific link. There could be considered several types of links, including link for control actions, link for feedback, or link for information. A link for control actions is used to represent a flow of control action issued by a controller or a higher-level controller. A link for feedback is used to represent a flow of feedback from a sensor or controlled process to a controller. In addition, it can also be used to send feedback from the controller to a higher-level controller. A link for information is used by a controller to send/receive information to/from an external system.
3. STANDARDS FOR CONSENSUS OF SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE CODIFICATION KNOWLEDGE

Software architecture technology has benefited of international organizations converging support and efforts to provide a coherent standard framework since this became a mature technology and ready for popularization. During its evolution through several phases from the basic research to ready for popularization many researchers contributed to its growth (Shaw and Clements, 2006) (Shaw and Clements, 2009). Significant contributions in the software architecture analysis and evaluation is presented in (Dobrica and Niemela, 2002) and many more studies after this publication have explored the development of new or enhancement of existent solutions.

One remarkable signal of a production-ready technology is the good standards. In 2000 it has been created IEEE 1471, the short name for the first formally standard known as ANSI/IEEE 1471-2000, *Recommended Practice for Architecture Description of Software-Intensive Systems*. (Maier et al., 2001) explained the approval process for a consensus on good architectural description practices. It was the least normative of IEEE standards and from this, in 2007, ISO/IEC adopted the ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010:2007 “Systems and Software Engineering – Recommended practice for architectural description of software-intensive systems”. During the golden age of software architecture community more standardization efforts have contributed to create more consensus documents for a better definition and understanding of architecture description, architecture processes and architecture evaluation framework.


The AE framework focuses on three AE tiers, namely, evaluation synthesis (AE_ES), value assessment (AE_VA) and architecture analysis (AE_AA). Each tier has specific elements: AE_ES has objectives, approaches, factors, and results. AE_VA has objectives, methods, factors, and results. Finally, AE_AA has objectives, methods, factors and results. Approaches and methods are typically knowledge elements that are reused across applicable contexts.

Considering the AE_AA tier it is important to remark that it examines the key attributes of an architecture and the impact on stakeholders or on the environment. Also is good noting that AE_AA examines architecture vision, principles, concepts and properties that are relevant to achieving the AE_AA objectives. In practice, AE_AA looks at aspects such as forms, patterns, structures, behaviors, functions, flows. In general AE_AA examines the assumptions about technologies, operations, policies, constraints, etc.

Using several examples, the AE standard clarifies the difference between terms such as assessment and analysis. The assessment is used to determine the extent to which an architecture provides value to stakeholders and the goal is oriented towards fundamental objectives, while the analysis goal focuses on the means objectives that are often multi-level and their basis of work is technical.

From the general AE framework specific frameworks targeting various industry segments (i.e. automotive), common business processes (i.e. portfolio management, common business architectures (banking, telecom, travel, etc) can be derived. These specific frameworks increase efficiency with which architectures can be evaluated due to capturing and reusing of common concepts. A well-known example of a specific AE framework is ATAM (Dobrica and Niemela, 2002)(Clements et. Al, 2002). ATAM includes an evaluation approach based on the use of quality attribute workshops. ATAM specifies both value assessment and quality attribute analysis method to be used.
Table 1 - The recent standards related to architecture knowledge codification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard</th>
<th>Scope</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010:2022</td>
<td>Specifies requirements for the structure and expression of an architecture description for various entities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO/IEC/IEEE 42020</td>
<td>Establish a set of process descriptions for the governance and management of a collection of architectures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO/IEC/IEEE 42030</td>
<td>Specifies means to organize and record architecture evaluations (AE).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Suppliers for software-intensive systems as well as component suppliers must comply with formal concepts from standards such as those summarized in Table 1. These have the same origins in the software architecture community, but address different challenges from description, architecting processes and a more detailed information regarding architecture evaluation (AE). Nevertheless, it can be seen that value and quality are related to factors used in the AE effort. The evaluation factors decomposition can be performed in a strict hierarchical fashion. Also the objectives in each tier can be structured in a way where objectives in one tier will satisfy objectives in an upper tier. However this direct correlation of objectives is not always possible. AE factors are similar to quality attributes in ATAM or quality characteristics in the ISO/IEC 25000 family of standards on Systems and Software Quality Requirements and Evaluation (Nakai et al., 2016).

AE standard gives detailed information regarding the value concept and its importance during architecting, value-focused thinking, value models and value measures. It is mentioned here that the key characteristics of system architecting is to maximize stakeholder value and some common approaches to assess the value of an engineered system are presented in the table below (Table 2):

Table 2 - Common approaches to assess the value of an engineered CPS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simulation models to simulate every function and its interaction with the surrounding context to calculate the value of the system of interest;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation experiments to quantify the value of a certain dataset (ex. numerical data prediction)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating the importance of different customer attributes and their coupling to design features by means of QFD (quality function deployment)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computing the net present value of an architecture to determine its cardinal ranking amongst collection. Adopting the value of information approach to identify probabilities of different scenarios and availability of useful information in these scenarios to make a data-based decision.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparing the capabilities of the system architecture with the stakeholder requirements and use rule-based expert systems to assess the value of the system architecture.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A ring model of value is described in the AE standard. This is useful in delivery value to stakeholders and continuously manage and upgrade long-life systems. The value model has three levels that are organized to focus on the following aspects:

- the system to be created (system envisioned, system designed and architecture articulated, components specified-developed-assembled, system tested operational readiness and system activated),
- the system’s purpose (intervention strategy, purpose identified, operational results and purpose known) and
- the value of the system to its stakeholders (societal values, problem discerned, problem understood, solution effect envisioned, context adapted to system, effects on problem observed, value of system quantified).

AE standard defines stakeholders values, qualities and measures. Quality and value measures are quantifiable (i.e. more user-friendly, less reliable, enhanced performance, etc) and this quantification helps address stakeholders needs appropriately.
The method for tracing value from conception to realization in an assured manner is the value articulation framework. In the context of technology management the essential ingredients in establishing this trace are stakeholder perception of value, quality characteristics of the technology that is developed, technology management discipline and the value that accrues to the given stakeholder.

Providing information on quality attributes, quality models and quality measures for a quality concept during architecting focuses on a pragmatic interpretation as non-inferiority or superiority to something for quality in business, engineering and manufacturing.

The architecture quality attributes (QAs) are defined as the the extent to which the architecture can deliver value to its stakeholders. These are essential and distinguishing attributes that have a pragmatic interpretation of the architecture’s inferiority or superiority. The architecture QAs are the overall factors that affect behavior, structure, design and experience of architecture and represent areas of concern that potentially impact the structure and behavior exhibited by the realized system. The extent to which the architecture handles a combination of QAs indicates the success of the architecting effort and overall quality of the realized system. Each QA has a taxonomy defined by measures, factors and methods. Measures are the parameters by which the attributes area measured. Factors are policies and mechanisms of the system and its environment that impact the stakeholder concerns. Methods are techniques for addressing concerns and processes for realizing the QAs during productions.

It is important that while conceptualizing architecture to address the architecture QA, it is necessary to consider potential impact of each QA on other stakeholder concerns. Trade-off analysis techniques aid architects in prioritizing QA. Architectural tactics describe how specific QA can be achieved. The importance of each QA depends on the context and the stakeholders concerns for which the specific architecture is conceptualized. A list of QAs is provided. Among the elements of the QAs list are enumerated coherence, variability, commonality, flexible, verifiable, traceable.

4. TOOLS ASSISTANCE IN ARCHITECTURAL ANALYSIS OF CPS

The architecture analysis process can be performed without tool assistance, but the results depend on the analyst’s expertise. For instance, in the case of scenario-based analysis methods (Dobrica and Niemela, 2002) the analyst has to consider all the stakeholders’ scenarios (i.e. scenarios elicitation), that could be pertinent or non-pertinent, resulting in wasting of time and increasing the possibility of making mistakes.

The analysis process where the analyst is assisted with normal tools might consider the use of spreadsheet-based tools or use of a general tool allowing the creation of meaninglessness connections between CPS types of elements or where CPS elements have an ambiguous type (an element is actuator and controller at the same time). Also it might be possible to use a tool that does not check what connections/links are in the structure or hierarchical structure.

The analysis process with a smart tool provides a systematic analysis. The analysis is performed in a more disciplined way. It provides automated analyses and efficient-time performance, aid the analyst by providing a pertinent guidance with valuable suggestions/advice, by providing recommendation or accurate information aimed at performing the analyses, by avoiding doubts and allowing a complete and more detailed analysis.

An ontology-based tool uses the ontology formal models to acquire and codify knowledge, makes inferences and saves the results (Camiel et al., 2023) (Dobrica, 2021a). The development of today’s CPS needs systems theory-based approaches to identify recommendations and requirements and they need systematic techniques that can be employed in tools. Studies demonstrated that even for small systems it is easy to miss some important aspects. An ontology-based approach is a more trustable alternative to improve how to address such problems.

Such project needs to plan activities involved in the quality attribute ontology and the tool. The ontology represents a complete analysis knowledge and need to include all concepts of the method and their relations. Also the ontology should include a complete control structure such as controllers, process model variables, links between controllers an high-level controllers, and links between controllers and external systems. Also
the ontology has to consider the controlled process, its inputs, its outputs and environmental disturbances. The relations are specified to allow inferences.

The ontology-based tool has a user interface with a precise control flow to conduct the analysis based on the analysis method. It provides a report that shows the complete results of the analysis. It uses asserted knowledge and inferred knowledge. The inferred knowledge is related to the inferences that can be made using the reasoner. The reasoner rearranges, infers, and classifies all the classes according to the ontology’s relations and shows the subclasses knowledge. The inferred knowledge is read by the tool and is used to discover elements in the CPS structure and to verify what connections can be made by the elements to prevent mistakes and wrong connections.

Ontology-based tool trade-off features between a Web-based collaborative features that allows several users to access the same analysis concurrently and a desktop application features. A desktop version is an application that can be preferred to keep the tool performance because the ontology reasoner may consume the processor. An important benefit of formalizing codified knowledge in ontologies is that the ontology is verifiable. Experts can verify the proposed ontology, thus there is a confidence in using the smart tool. It is possible to verify if the tool respects the analysis method, for instance, if the tool considers all the method elements and their relations.

Ontology consists of structuring knowledge to make it accessible to a computer. It is a way to conceptualize a domain knowledge and the knowledge representation can be used by computers and humans. An ontology has a hierarchy of defined concepts, classes and subclasses, axioms, relations, properties, formal constraints, categories, classifications. It has an asserted hierarchy and produces an inferred hierarchy that is obtained by performing logical inferences with a reasoner, particularly the (HemIT or Pellet) reasoner are publicly-available OWL reasoners determine if the ontology is consistent and identify subsumption relationships between classes.

The ontology development tool, Protégé, is open-source. The approach follows the analysis method to elaborate the ontology. The architecture analysis method is composed of a sequence of activities. For each activity is created an ontology. The ontology of each activity is merged with the method ontology. The consistency of the method ontology is analyzed. One way to evaluate the ontology is to use the competence questions to verify if the ontology is able to provide the needed knowledge. Use of SPARQL queries to verify the expected responses and to infer that the ontology completeness is verified.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The standards are rather abstract and don’t give much concrete guidance on how to efficiently use the framework into existing architecting processes. To provide more guidance, recently standard evolution tends to provide many prescriptive details on how to treat architecting processes, quality attributes and their traceability and validation, tool use, and QAs cases documentation and maintenance. The risk with this approach is that engineers/analysts and their management are overwhelmed and just follow what’s described while not designing according to the QA needs, actual risks, and economic trade-offs.

Architectural analysis methods are lengthy, complex and requires a planned effort from the organizations. However, methods have steps to be executed in a sequential and iterative way with refinements. The ontology models the method analysis knowledge. The concepts involved in the analysis method should be domain specific and conform to AE framework. The knowledge and information obtained with the analysis are then used to design the CPS being analysed. In the design, other models such as UML, SysML or MARTE diagrams, are obtained. In the design phase more detailed information are then specified.

An important feature of ontology is that it is verifiable. Experts can verify if the proposed ontology contains all the relations, properties, formal names, categories, classifications, definitions, and how its elements relate among them in the domain of the quality attribute analysis. The tool that employs an ontology can be verified if it respects all the elements and their relations. This property gives confidence in using this tool.

This exploration research is in progress. The main findings presented in this paper illustrate that an ontology-based smart tool could provide verification of the CPS structure diagrams. The smart tool could provide guidance support to the analyst. The use of ontology results in a more trustable smart tool. Nevertheless
ontologies allow formalizing heterogeneous domain knowledge. Considering this it is possible in the future work to create an ontology to formalize the analysis knowledge for distinct analysis methods for the same quality attribute.

An ontology-based approach that support the process of the standard AE framework through a smart tool is presented in this article. This research provide two important results. The first one is the ontology that represents the knowledge of an analysis method, resulting in an ontology with several concepts and relations. This knowledge is useful when complex analysis methods are considered. An ontology-based tool provides useful guidance. The ontology provides the knowledge of the quality attribute analysis that the tool uses to guide the analyst and produce consistent recommendations and more complete analysis. The tool suggests only the pertinent recommendations, which saves time for the analysis and reduces the possibility of errors.

A future challenge for the ontology model can be to consider integrating concepts from multiple quality attributes including the critical ones such as safety and security. A safety analysis ontology model can help in the identification of hazards and losses and a security analysis ontology model focuses on a threat model of cybersecurity threats. Moreover, ontology can integrate the knowledge of different analysis methods of the same quality attribute. An ontology model to analyze conflicts and strengthening between requirements and cybersecurity threats. Moreover, ontology can integrate the knowledge of different analysis methods of the same quality attribute. An ontology model to analyze conflicts and strengthening between requirements and cybersecurity threats.
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